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Introduction
If this were a stand-alone site it might be a bit lacking but as an included site in a growing web ring of
content it fills its spot quite nicely.

Adult Review
This site is not the reason to join, the included sites on the list to the right of this review are the real jaw dropping content
your cock is craving. This site is a good size collection of bonus content offered up to keep you busy while the other sites
have a chance to update.
  
  What this site does offer is a compilation of some excellent non-exclusive materials with a variety of quality eurotrash
getting done deep. If you are a casual surfer there is a great chance all of this content will be new to you. If on the other hand
you are a hardened smut veteran like the staff here at TheTongue you may see a few scenes you have noticed on other sites or
from back in your DvD days. Still, free bonus content is always a welcome addition to any membership program and it shows
that this is not one of those production houses that thinks you should be waiting around for their only site to post new
updates.
  
  The site does not use any DRM encryption so anything you download is yours to keep... and they are so sure you will be
satisfied by what they have to offer that they have a 3 day trial of full access for a staggeringly low $2.99. If you find better
bang for your three bucks we want to know where!
  
  Have a look at the right side of this page for a list of other sites also included in your membership. This site is one hell of a
deal!
  
  Though the site is relatively new it already has a great catalog of shoots and plenty of video and pics for you to sift through.
The interface does a nice job of sorting them for you and even allows you to tag scenes as favorites. Again, going the extra
step, these guys even run contests each month with free giveaways of PSPs and Playstation3s for their members. Joining
while the site is new only increases your chances of winning one!

Porn Summary
If you join it's because of Innocent High, Oye Loca and SoloInterviews... that being said, there is plenty of meat left on these
bones when you are waiting for the others to update.

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'A nice batch of content to keep you busy while the prime sites update'
Quality: 75  Updates: 81 Exclusive: 60 Interface: 81
Support: 80 Unique: 40    Taste: 50        Final: 66

Porn Sites Included
Innocent High (87) ,Oye Loca (83) ,Solo Interviews (80) ,The Real Workout (Preview) 

Porn Niches
Amateur, PornStars
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Subscription: $24.87 Preview: VoD Billing Options: Credit Card, Other
Video & Picture: Weekly Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Up To 1000 Videos: -1
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